Low-loss light transport at the subwavelength scale in silicon nano-slot based symmetric hybrid plasmonic waveguiding schemes.
A hybrid plasmonic structure comprising a silicon slot waveguide separated from an inverse metal ridge by a thin low-index insulator gap is proposed and investigated. Owing to its symmetric hybrid configuration containing closely spaced silicon rails near the metal ridge, the fundamental symmetric hybrid slot mode supported by the structure is demonstrated to be capable of simultaneously achieving low propagation loss and subwavelength field confinement within a wide range of physical dimensions at the telecom wavelength. Comprehensive numerical investigations regarding the effects of key geometric parameters on the guided modes' properties, including the slot sizes, the shape and dimension of the silicon rails, the width of the gap region as well as the height of metallic nanoridge, have been conducted. It is revealed that the propagation distance of the symmetric mode can be more than several millimeters (even up to the centimeter range), while simultaneously achieving a subwavelength mode size and tight field confinement inside the gap region. In addition to the studies on the modal characteristics, excitation strategies of the guided hybrid modes and the conversion between dielectric slot and hybrid slot modes are also numerically demonstrated. The studied platform potentially combines the advantages of silicon slot and plasmonic structures, which might lay important groundwork for future hybrid integrated photonic components and circuits.